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Why is Schroedinger’s equation so hard?
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has a pairwise interaction ⇒ inherently many-body.
ØEasy if H separates into V1(r1) + V2(r2) + … VN(rN) ⇒ Ψ would
factor into a product of w.f. for independent electrons: i.e.
Ψ(r1,r2,…,rN ) → ψ1(r1) × ψ2(r2) × … × ψN(rN)
ØIf e2 were small, the deviation from an independent particles
description would not be large, and we could use perturbation
theory. But e2/|ri −rj| is both large (e2=14.4 eV-A) and long-ranged

Solving Schrodinger’s equation in condensed matter
Three common approaches to solve the many-electron problem
Ψ-method (wave function = fundamental variable) [Chemists]
✔ Direct approach to obtain exact Ψ.
❌ Exponential scaling with number of electrons
❌ Limited information about response functions
ρ-method (density-functional : density = fundamental variable)
✔ Super-efficient! DFT is everyone’s favorite
❌ Exact functionals unknown & pathological anyway
❌ Ansatz necessary … not systematically improvable
❌ Response functions much more costly, not reliable.

G-method (Green’s function = fundamental variable) [Physicists]
✔ Goldilocks approach enough information, but not more
❌ Starting point dependence
❌ Many choices … how to proceed?
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Spin waves in YIG
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FIG. 12. 3R-CuAlO2: the electrical field gradient on Cu calculated by means of LDA+ U as a function of Uef f .
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where the derivatives are evaluated at the site of the atomic
nucleus. Denoting the eigenvalues of V! by Vxx, Vyy, and Vzz
with &Vxx& % &Vyy& % &Vzz&, the electric field gradient per definition is equal to Vzz while the asymmetry parameter is

Application of external pressure in optical experiments
provides valuable data for a detailed analysis. The measurement of deformation potentials,

Na bandwidth
! = dEg/d ln V
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of gaps, Eg, and the pressure coefficients,

' = dEg/dP,

"8#

are essential in the assignment of the spectral features to the
electronic structure. These quantities were calculated for
CuAlO2, using both QSGW and LDA approximations. Direct
as well as indirect gaps were examined, see Table I. "
It
should be recalled, however, that the VBM in fact is not at a
high-symmetry point, see Fig. 7 and Ref. 37.#
The pressure coefficients, ', were obtained by dividing !
by the value of the experimental24 bulk modulus, 200 GPa.
Although the LDA yields considerably smaller values of all
gaps than QSGW, it is seen from Table I that both sets of
calculations predict that, considering only states at the highsymmetry points, the indirect F → ( gap is the lowest gap
and that smallest direct gap is at L. This is in agreement with
other calculations, for example, Refs. 17 and 23 "
see also
Sec. III#
. Note that we use a different10 convention for labeling the high-symmetry points in the Brillouin zone than the
one adapted by Pellicer-Porres et al.23 Their point X corre-
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From the NQR measurements by Abdullin et al.,48 the
magnitude of the EFG on Cu becomes 10.6& 1021 V / m2
"
the experiment does not give the sign of the EFG#
. A
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When the independent particle picture is not enough
The hard problem of correlated electrons
--- two traditional routes to extend DFT
1 Many body perturbation theory
Start from 1-particle hamiltonian H0.
Usually H0 constructed from DFT
Add low order diagrams (usu. GW)

MBPT

DMFT
H0

Dynamical MeanField Theory

2 Assume strong correlations mostly local (DMFT)
Partition hamiltonian into strongly correlated, local
sector, and a weakly correlated nonlocal sector
Solve embedded local problem to all orders
embedded in a noninteracting bath (usu. DFT)

Energy scales of spin and charge excitations
Plasmon ωp typically ≳5 eV, e.g. Ag
Special case:
CuS with ωp<1
and range of ω with εx<0 and εz>0.
Hyperbolic dispersion key for plasmonic
devices (ACS Nano 13, 6550 (2019))
Magnetic excitations:
characterized by exchange
interactions J and ωm ~ 0.1 eV
K2Fe4+xSe5

Phys. Rev. B 86, 020402(R)

GW as Screened Hartree Fock
Hartree Fock: robust, sharply-defined, norm conserving.
But … HF is terrible in extended systems! (why DFT is popular)
Screening is crucially important.
Write Fock exchange in Green’s function terminology:

1
Σ x = Vx (r) = i ∫ G(r, r ′ )
d 3r ′ = iGv
r − r′
Replace bare coulomb v → dynamically screened W:

1
Vbare (r, r ′ ) =
→ W (r, r ′,ω ) = ε −1v; Σ = iGW
r − r′
Dynamical screening is key difference between GW and HF.

GW is vastly better than HF. Add ladders (GW → GŴ) makes
Low-order MBPT well describe charge excitations (see later)

When DMFT is important
GW has diagram beyond HF for charge, not for spin.
GW works well because magnetic interactions are much weaker
Many interesting many-body
phenomena involve spin somehow.
Spin is low energy w/ short-ranged
interaction : allows for many kinds
of competing states.
Unconventional superconductors like
Sr2-xLa2-xCuO4 have rich phase
diagrams because of complex spin
fluctuations.
DMFT is very good at handling lowenergy local diagrams. It can
describe Mott physics (usually driven
by spin).

Sr2-xLa2-xCuO4

Institute of Physics

Weak coupling between spin and charge
When spin fluctuations are
weak spin should be
adequately described by the
Fock diagram.

∴

When spin fluctuations are
strong, a nonperturbative
approach is needed.

Effective interaction in
magnetic channel is mostly
site-local (exactly so in DFT).
The great success of DMFT
establishes this.

Traditional approach is
to add either GW or
DMFT to DFT

weak spin fluctuations ⇒
low order MBPT will
adequately capture electronic
structure

perturbative
nonlocal

DFT

DFT+GW
..+BSE

Nonperturbative
local

DFT+
DMFT

Towards a High-Fidelity Theory of Spectral Properties
How to construct a
tractable ab initio
framework that can predict
many-body phenomena with
high fidelity?

perturbative
nonlocal

H0+GW
..+BSE

H0

Nonperturbative
local

H0 +
DMFT

Both approaches normally start from a noninteracting
reference H0 which is almost invariably DFT.
But for a high-fidelity framework using DFT is a big
problem … It can be a rather poor starting point.
For either path, errors in DFT get propagated to the
many-body method. True both MBPT and DMFT extensions

Why not GW based on DFT?
DFT is a poor reference for GW!
Reasonable for sp systems, but not
adequate when correlations stronger
❌
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MnAs : GLDAWLDA is worse than LDA (FS, exchange splitting)
FeTe : GLDAWLDA yields flat, dispersionless band right at EF

A

Ambiguities in GW from starting point
GW is true ab initio (unlike many extensions to the LDA),
… but GW is perturbation around H0
Ambiguities through choice of H0
⇒ not really ab initio any more.

Example: TM & TM-O dimatomic molec.
From RPA total energy calculate:
Ionization potential
Tm-O heat of reaction
Compare three choices for starting H0:
 Hartree Fock  HSE06  QSGW
Arbitrariness gives freedom to
improve result, but not universal or
predictive

How to assess importance of what is left out?
Ambiguities in H0 means cannot determine what is missing
from GW in a systematic way.
Classic example: RPA
description of ε∞ when H0=HLDA

HLDA underestimates
bandgaps ⇒ ε∞ should be
too large
RPA misses electron-hole
attraction ⇒ ε∞ should be
too small
Errors approximately cancel in simple
sp semiconductors ⇒ ε∞ is fortuitously well described

Charge Self-Consistency in TiSe2
At RT, TiSe2 has a simple unit cell.
Gap is not reliably known, but it is
thought to be < 0.05 eV.
LDA predicts inverted gap

Red=Ti
Green=Se

Cazzaniga et al PRB 85 ‘12
added GW to LDA (GLDAWLDA).
Result : an insulator with a gap
~0.5 eV … suggests usual
problem with LDA

QP Renormalization by density
Turns out that the positive gap
is an artifact of GLDAWLDA !
LDA eigenfunctions ψ should be
different from GW.
Off-diagonal self-energy Σnn’
modifies ψ and density n(r) and V
(requires full matrix Σ)
Simple ansatz: assume LDA
adequately yields δV/δn. The
potential becomes
Σ − VHxcLDA[nLDA] + VHxcLDA[nGW]
Iterate to self-consistency.
Gap becomes negative again!

True self-consistent GW
G ⇒ P = −iGG ⇒ W = ε −1v ⇒ Σ = iGW ⇒ G = ω −(T +V H1+V ext +Σ

xc

)

Starting-point dependence can be
surmounted by making G self-consistent
G0W0

à Based on Luttinger-Ward functional.
à Keeps symmetry for G
à Conserving approximation
But ...
ε strongly violates f sum rule [Tamme, PRL ‘99]
P loses its usual meaning as derivative δn/δV

Noninter
acting
scGW

… And it is poor in practice, even for the electron gas
B. Holm and U. von Barth, PRB57, 2108 (1998). The scGW bandwidth
widens by ~20% when it should narrow by 10% (30% error)

Quasiparticle self-consistecy
Better to perform GW (GŴ) around
some noninteracting H0.

Σ−Σ0

How to find the best possible H0 ?
Can we surmount starting point
dependence?
Requires a prescription for minimizing
the difference ΔV between H0 and the
full hamiltonian : ΔV = H − H = G−1 − G −1
0
0

Σ0

Quasiparticle Self-Consistent GW : a self-consistent
perturbation theory where self-consistency determines the
best H0 within the GW approximation (or within GŴ)
… Different principle than energy minimization.

Optimal G0
Start with some trial Vxc (e.g. from LDA, or …). Defines G0 :
−1 2
Analog of
H0 =
∇ + V ext (r) + V H (r) + Σ 0 (r, r ′ )
2m
xc
LDA
V
ψ i (r)ψ i* (r ′ )
H 0ψ i = Eiψ i ⎯ ⎯
→ G0 (r, r ′,ω ) = ∑ i
ω − Ei
GWA determines ΔV and thus H :
G0 ⎯RPA
⎯⎯
→ ε (iG0G0 ) ⎯GWA
⎯⎯→ Σ(r, r ′,ω ) = iG0W ;
ΔV = Σ − Σ 0
Find a new Σ0 that minimizes norm N, a measure of ΔV G0.

(

)

1
Σ 0 = ∑ 〈ψ i |Re Σ( Ei ) + Σ( E j ) |ψ j 〉
2 ij

(approximate) result
of min N

Iterate to self-consistency.
At self-consistency, Ei of G matches Ei of G0 (real part).

Electronic structure, QSGW
Absent significant spin fluctuations,
how well does QSGW predict
spectral functions? (W = WRPA) ?

QSGWRPA has
well known deficiencies:
• Overestimates
(unocc-occ)
splitting
• Plasmon peaks
blue shifted

Missing diagrams in W
Kramer’s Kronig relates real and imaginary parts of ε :

⎡ δ (ω ′ − ωth ) δ (ω ′ − ωexp ) ⎤
1⎛ 1
1 ⎞
Δ Re χ1 (0) = ∫ ⎢
−
dω ′ = ⎜
−
<0
⎟
⎥
π −∞ ⎣
ω′
ω′
π ⎜⎝ ωth ωexp ⎟⎠
⎦
1

∞

ε∞ too small because of blue shifts in plasmon peaks.
G0
GW uses RPA approximation for the
polarizability Π =iG0 ×G0, and
−1
G0
W = (1− Πv ) v = ε −1v
But e− and h+ are attracted via W, e.g. by ladder diagrams,

G0

G0

+

W

+

+…

(Ladders needed for good optical spectra)

Conclusion: W calculated via RPA is too large, by 25% at ω=0.

QSGWBSE : Optical properties
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WRPA →WBSE mostly eliminates
systematic error in QP levels
(GWe-ph sometimes needed)
Shows that charge channel
dominated by low-order diagrams

VO2
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Compare QSGWRPA ,QSGWBSE bands to BIS in NiO
Brian Cunningham, M. Gruening added ladders to improve W.
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NiO has both dispersive
sp bands
peak +0.3 eV too high
… and a flat d band
1 eV too high
-------------------------

Effect on dispersive sp
bands WRPA →WBSE ⇒
-0.3 eV shift
… d band WRPA →WBSE ⇒
-1 eV shift
Γ
L
U
largely eliminates discrepancies in BIS

Fe: archetypal local-moment system
Weak spin fluctuations in local-moment
magnetic systems, e.g. Fe, MnAs.

Fe

Phys. Rev. B 95, 041112(R)

QSGW describes Fermiliquid region of ARPES to
within ~0.02 eV (including
final-state and e-ph
corrections)
Local moment system well
described in Fe, but …

Where QSGW breaks down
QSGW describes local-moment magnetic
systems remarkably well. It breaks down
when spin fluctuations matter, e.g. in Ni
Calculated ΔEx :
QSGW LDA
0.76
0.71
Calculated M :
QSGW LDA
0.76
0.60

Phys. Rev. B 95, 041112(R)

M should be too large: missing spin
fluctuations reduce the average M
(Moriya, “Spin Fluctuations in
Itinerant Magnetism”)

Why not DFT+DMFT?
DFT is a poor reference for DMFT!
Veff[n] ⇒ Veff is the same for all electrons

DFT

❌

A zoo of patches (LDA+U,
hybrids, van der Waals, …)
but starting ansatz makes
systematic improvement
problematic. Errors in
1-body description are
propagated to DMFT.

La f

x2−y2
Cu 3d

Most many-body phenomena O 2p
are inherently nonlocal! χS, χC,
superconductivity, quantum
criticality, pseudogap …
Nonlocalities in χ add a contribution to Σ(k) .
❌

La2CuO4

DFT+
DMFT

FeSe: Paramagnet with strong spin fluctuations
Experimental facts:
e– pockets at M & A (dxz and dyz)
h+ pockets at Γ & Z : (dxy + dxz + dyz)
ARPES from
Eshrig’s group

dxz, dyz
dxy

M
Γ

eg
eg

What does spin do?

Nonmagnetic QSGW predicts:
• Pockets are too large
• ~100 meV discrepancy with
ARPES in FL regime (later)

Why is FeSe so interesting?
1.

s-

Phase transition tetragonal →
orthorhombic at To > Tc.
s+
• Ratio b/a very close to 1 … yet
it could be important.
• Is it a “spin liquid?”
• Does it affect
superconductivity?
2. Thought to be have “s+−s-” structure. “Nodeless.”
Majorana fermions?
3. FeSe is a “Hund’s metal.” (many body effects governed
by exchange J, not the usual Hubbard U).
How does “Hundness” affect superconductivity?
4. Tc is 9K in bulk, but ~80K as a monolayer on SrTiO3!
Why?
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Performing a QSGW

QSGŴ+DMFT+BSE + …
Path to tractable ab initio framework
for strong correlations
Partition problem :
1. Charge fluctuations governed by
long-range interactions … but they
can be treated accurately with loworder perturbation theory (QSGW)

4
G++

QSGŴ

1

χ

3
DMFT

2
QSGW

3. Gloc ⇒ G2loc, Γloc
G(k,ω) + Γloc
⇒ susceptibilities
spin
χs(k,ω), and
charge χc (k,ω)

2. Spin-spin interaction kernel
mostly between correlated orbitals
on one site (C. Friedrich established
for Ni, T matrix theory).
4. New step (for future!)
Solve local impurity problem with
ΓlocχsΓloc ⇒ Σ(k,ω) (G++)
loc
DMFT embedded in QSGW ⇒ G .
Embed Gloc ⇒G(k; Σ0QSGW(k); ΣDMFT(ω))

Prescription
1. Use QSGW to construct starting
hamiltonian H0 with Σ0. Good enough?
2. Σ from GW
3. and χc, χs from H0 (BSE)
Otherwise:
2. Σloc from DMFT embedded in QSGW bath
3. Make Γc, Γs from G2 generated by DMFT
4. (Σ0 + Σloc) ⇒ G, χ0 ; χ0, Γc, Γs ⇒ χc, χs

H0
GW,BSE
DMFT Gloc
DMFT G2
χc, χs
Γpp

5. Particle-particle vertex from χ0, Γc, Γs .
6. superconducting pairing susceptibility
χpp from Γpp and χ0.

χpp

FeSe : spin fluctuations and superconductivity
States near EF mostly of Fe d
character. Largely 2D FeSe sheets
weakly coupled along z

−− dxy −− eg

Tetragonal: a=b≠c

M: 2 e– pockets made of dxz,yz
Γ: 2 h+ pockets made of dxz,yz
1 h+ pocket made of dxy.

dxy is the crucial
band to watch out for!
Very sensitive to hSe.

−− dxz,yz

0.4
0.4
0.2
0.2 QSGW
0
0
−0.2
−0.2
−0.4
−0.4
−0.6
−0.6
−0.8Γ X M Γ Z R A
Γ −0.8
0.4
∆V=-0.1
QSGW
pockets
are
a
little
0.2
larger than experiment.
0
dxy−0.2
probably should not cross EF

Proximity dxy to EF
Proximity of dxy to EF is very
sensitive to geometry, e.g. the
height hSe above the Fe plane

hSe= 1.463Å

dxy

hSe
hSe= 1.27Å

QSGW+DMFT, J = 0.60 eV
Γ

0.3M

When dxy is very near EF ⇒ “bad metal,” lots of incoherence.
Reduce hSe ⇒ dxy is pushed below EF ⇒ more coherent
Tc predicted by the theory drops from 9K to 1.2K

Role of Hundness
DMFT requires Hubbard U and J for the effective interaction
U, J = HF “bare” direct and exchange, but screened by the
bath. Calculated in RPA : yields U=3.5 eV, J=0.60 eV.
Bulk, J=0.60 eV

Bulk (J=0.68 eV)

Γ

hSe=1.27, J=0.60 eV

0.3M

Treat J as parameter. Modest, gradual evolution for 0 < J < 0.6
For J > 0.6, incoherence is hugely sensitive to J !

Hundness and Spin susceptibility
Incoherence has a huge effect on spin susceptibility χs(q,ω)
hSe=1.27, J=0.60 eV
Tc = 1.2K

Bulk (J=0.68 eV)
Tc = 104K

Bulk, J=0.60 eV
Tc = 9K

s(q,3.ω
Energy
momentum
spin susceptibility
Im (q, !) shown
for (a) bulk FeSe (B-FeSe) (J=0.6 eV), (b) bu
χFIG.
) is and
the
glueresolved
(boson)
that drives
superconductivity.
FeSe with increased Hund’s correlation (J=0.68 eV), (c) reduced Fe-Se height (h =1.27 Å), (d) 0.15 electron doped bulk FeS
(e) free standing monolayer of FeSe, M-FeSe [39] (f) M-FeSe/STO [39]. The q-path (H,K,L=0) chosen is along (0,0)-( , 0
Peak
@5 meV near the AM q vector (1/2,1/2)
( , )-(0,0) in the Brillouin zone corresponding to the two Fe-atom unit cell. The intensity of the spin fluctuations at ( , )
directly related to the presence of the Fe-d state at Fermi energy and its incoherence. The more incoherent the A(k,!) is t
Becomes
very
more intense is the
Im (qintense
= ( , , 0), !).J = 0.6 → 0.66
With hSe = 1.463 → 1.27
at in QSGW, but DMFT simultaneously renormalizes the position of this band and broadens it, hence d st
peak
weakens,
30calculations
meV, give J =0.64 and 0.66 eV respectively for background charg
contributes
to low energy shifts
scattering. to
c-RPA
Se
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1
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1
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1
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Fe on SrTiO3
Big story: as a single monolayer on SrTiO3, FeSe has Tc≈80K!
Q:
Why?
5
Bulk (J=0.68
eV)
hSe=1.27
, J=0.60
eV
A:
screening
reduced:
CRPA
Bulk,ML
J=0.60Bands,
eV ML/STO
Bands,
Tc = 104K
Tc = 1.2Kfrom
predicts
J
to
increase
Tc = 9K
0.60 eV to the magic 0.66 eV
Yet… dxy is pushed down in
free-standing ML. Weak
Spin fluctuations ⇒ low Tc.
χs, ML
Tc = 1K

χs, ML/STO
Tc = 54K

But then … the SrTiO3
substrate pushes dxy near EF
once more. Incoherence
restored in dxy ⇒ intense spin
fluctuations. Tc rises
dramatically.

fluctuations in the dxy channel; and at q = (1/2, 1/2) spin excitations are gapped and vanishingly small
and Fig. 3(e)). The superconducting instability is almost entirely suppressed (see Fig. (1f )). It is not
the reduction in electronic screening reflects in a marked increment in J. Unfortunately, this beneficial
than counterbalanced by the fact that dxy is pushed far below EF on the scale of magnetic excitation
predict Tc of the free-standing monolayer to be <1 K.

Character of the gap function
Two non-negligible
eigenmodes of the
superconducting gap
function.
Dominant is the “s+−s-”
symmetry (Mazin, PRL
101, 057003)
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FIG. 4. The superconducting susceptibility, with sign changing gap symmetries, resolved in the (00)-(11) plane co
the leading ( 1 ) and lagging ( 2 ) eigenvalues of the solutions to the linearized Eliashberg equations, (q, ! = 0)
bulk FeSe (J=0.6 eV). The leading superconducting instability in all ompounds we have studies has extended s-w
while the lagging instability has dx2 y2 character only when the dxy state contributes to the hole pockets.

Leading eigenvalueλis
How does the e↵ect of a SrTiO extremely
substrate modify superconductivity
in M-FeSe? M-FeSe/STO
sensitive
to J is a sub
debate, since as noted above, T of M-FeSe/STO has been measured to be an order of magnitude high
FeSe. Many explanations have been put forward, e.g. that superconductivity is boosted by large ele
coupling [45, 46] as SrTiO is close
to a ferroelectric
instability (for view in contrary seeis
[47, 48]), but
But
superconductivity
explanation is that SrTiO modifies M-FeSe to restore d to the proximity of E . M-FeSe/STO is a pa
Schottky barrier; we can expect the Fermi level to sit in the SrTiO bandgap. SrTiO modifies M
killed
dxybarrierisheight
pushed
important ways: the interfacial dipole
controls theif
Schottky
and changes the electron cou
also the STO (especially the O-p-derived bonding states) couple to the Fe-d in an orbital-selective m
e↵ects are accurately incorporatedtoo
by a direct
QSGWbelow
calculation of M-FeSe/STO.
far
EF . We consider 5-ML s
terminated on the Sr side by M-FeSe. The structure is relaxed with DFT, subject to the constraint tha
3
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xy
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to 1.40 Å, as predicted in Ref. [39]. 1.40 Å is close to the value hSe =1.39 Å found for free-standing M-F
is critical, as we have seen in the bulk case, and we cannot rely on DFT for it.
QSGW bands and QSGW +DMFT spectral functions are shown in Fig. 1. Also the SM, Fig. 1(a),(e),
QSGW states near EF for the three cases, bulk, M-FeSe and M-FeSe/STO, panels Fig. 1(a), (c) a

Conclusions
1. Many-Body Perturbation Theory (GW++)
Low-order, but no partitioning, real axis
QSGW resolves starting point ambiguity;
vastly improves consistency, reliability.
QSGW→QSGŴ removes systematic errors
Excellent for charge fluctuations, not spin
6

fluctuations in the dxy channel; and at q = (1/2, 1/2) spin excitations are gapped and vanishingly small (see Fig. (1e)
and Fig. 3(e)). The superconducting instability is almost entirely suppressed (see Fig. (1f )). It is noteworthy that
the reduction in electronic screening reflects in a marked increment in J. Unfortunately, this beneficial e↵ect is more
than counterbalanced by the fact that dxy is pushed far below EF on the scale of magnetic excitation energies. We
predict Tc of the free-standing monolayer to be <1 K.
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2. Dynamical Mean Field Theory
for spin fluctuations.
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diagrams seems able to describe 1particle quantities remarkably well;
QSGW+DMFT+BSE
seems to reliably
Explains why Tc changes predict key 2-particle properties of
FeSe and other compounds
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FIG. 4. The superconducting susceptibility, with sign changing gap symmetries, resolved in the (00)-(11) plane corresponding to
the leading ( 1 ) and lagging ( 2 ) eigenvalues of the solutions to the linearized Eliashberg equations, (q, ! = 0) are shown for
bulk FeSe (J=0.6 eV). The leading superconducting instability in all ompounds we have studies has extended s-wave character,
while the lagging instability has dx2 y2 character only when the dxy state contributes to the hole pockets.

How does the e↵ect of a SrTiO3 substrate modify superconductivity in M-FeSe? M-FeSe/STO is a subject of intense
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